This paper presents PDF-TREX, an 
Introduction
Tables are visual oriented arrangements of information widely used in many different domains as a ways to present and communicate complex information to human readers. Therefore, automatically extracting information contained in tables and storing them in structured machine-readable form is of paramount importance in many application fields. However, tables have many different layouts and are mostly contained in semi-structured and unstructured documents having various internal encodings (e.g. HTML, PDF, flat text). For these reasons table recognition and extraction is a very challenging problem that poses many issues to researchers and practitioners in defining effective approaches. As described in Section 2 a significant body of work concerning approaches and systems for table recognition and extraction (TREX) is currently available in literature. However, currently there is not a winning approach. An important limitation of TREX, as a "per se" research field, is the lack of available standard datasets that hinders objective and complete comparisons among existing approaches. Furthermore, TREX approaches for PDF documents suffer from the following limitations: (i) there is not a clear definition of exploited document features; (ii) handled objects are somehow high level document structures (e.g. text fragments) and graphical feature but is not clear how they are obtained and combined. This paper presents PDF-TREX an heuristic-based approach for table recognition and extraction from PDF documents. The PDF-TREX approach considers a PDF document as a Cartesian plane on which are placed content elements contained in 2-dimensional visualization areas. The heuristics, in order to recognize tables contained in a document, aligns and groups, in bottom-up way, content elements by exploiting only spatial relationships existing among them. So, the approach does not requires: (i) linguistic or domain knowledge; (ii) graphical metadata and ruling lines (iii) predefined table layouts. The scope of the approach is to extract a table as a set of cells equipped by 2-dimensional coordinates that form a grid on a Cartesian plane. The output obtained by PDF-TREX is an XML representation of extracted cells that can be further processed for understanding table contents and improving information extraction from PDF documents. For instance, in [6] is described a reasoning method that exploits a logicbased representation of extracted cells and domain knowledge for storing table contents as instances of a knowledge base. In the paper, to better show how the approach works, a running example is considered. PDF-TREX performances are evaluated by using a dataset composed by tables contained in PDF documents coming from different domains. This dataset aims at contributing to the definition of standard datasets in the TREX field. Experimental results show that the PDF-TREX approach is well performing in recognizing table cells. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents related work. Section 3 describes in detail the PDF-TREX approach. Section 4 shows experimental results and concisely discusses them. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and sketches future work directions.
Related Work
Table recognition and extraction (TREX) has recently received as considerable attention as it can be considered a "per se" research field. Therefore, a large body of work concerning approaches and systems aimed at recognizing and extracting tables from documents having different internal encodings is currently available in literature. A survey due to Zanibbi et al. [10] , provides a detailed description of already existing TREX approaches and systems. TREX approaches can be classified by using different criteria in: (i) predefined layout-based, heuristics-based, and statisticalbased, by considering the adopted recognition and extraction method, as described in Wang [8] . These approaches use different knowledge engineering techniques founded on machine learning and statistics. (ii) table recognitionoriented, labeling-oriented and cell classification-oriented, by considering which kind of problem approaches aim at solving, as described in Pivk et al. [7] . (iii) HTML-oriented, PDF-oriented and flat text-oriented While many HTMLoriented TREX approaches and systems are available (e.g. [2] ), just few approaches that deal with PDF and flat text document formats have been proposed in literature (e.g. [1, 3, 5, 9] ). Furthermore approaches working on PDF and flat text documents are less performing than those working on HTML documents. This is due to the highly unstructured nature of PDF and flat text documents that pose complex issues in defining TREX methods. Yildiz et al. [9] describe a system called pdf2table based on an heuristic approach that performs two main tasks: table recognition, in which information organized in tabular structure are recognized, and table decomposition in which recognized elements are assigned to a table model. Authors provide an experimental evaluation of the approach based on a dataset composed by 150 documents, but the dataset is not available so, a direct comparison with such an approach is impossible. Hassan et al. [3] propose a method for detecting tables in PDF files. They group tables into three categories: tables with both horizontal and vertical ruling lines, tables which contain only horizontal ruling lines, and tables where ruling lines are absent. Authors present an experimental evaluation of the approach performed on a dataset obtained by searching the web by Google. But an actual comparison with presented results is not possible because documents retrieved by this method changes rapidly. Furthermore, this approach heavily exploit ruling lines so it is essentially not able to identify tables not embraced in a graphical grid. Often, in real situations, ruling lines do not border table cells but even groups of rows.
Tables Recognition and Extraction from PDF Documents
Tables recognition by human readers is a visual process based on spatial relationships existing among content elements (CE). In such a process alignment among groups of CE is observed in order to recognize final tables. The PDF-TREX approach starts from an initial set of basic CE, and by using a heuristic algorithm that reproduces the human behavior, aligns and groups them in bottom-up way in order to identify tabular arrangements of information. The scope of the approach is to recognize tables contained in PDF documents as 2-dimensional grids on a Cartesian plane and extract them as a set of cells equipped by 2-dimensional coordinates. In order to describe how the PDF-TREX approach works the following preliminary definitions are required. Definition 1.
Let consider a document page as 2-dimensional Cartesian plane, a visualization area (VA) is a rectangular area of a document page represented by the following 4-tuple
are the Cartesian coordinates of two opposite vertices (top-left and bottom-right). Definition 2. Let the set of strings Σ defined over the alphabet A a content element (CE) is a 2-tuple of the form ε = σ, α where: (i) σ is a string in Σ; (ii) α is the VA related to σ.
Let be
two VAs, the following definitions hold. Definition 3. α 1 and α 2 are said to be horizontally overlapped when by projecting α 1 from left to right along the Y -axis, α 2 is contained in (or intersect) such a projection. The following inequalities formally describe horizontal overlapping conditions:
The horizontal overlapping ratio between α 1 and α 2 is respectively one of the following expressions (depending from overlapping conditions presented in definition 3): 
Vertically overlapped elements, vertical overlapping ratio and vertical distance are defined in analogous way.
The Heuristic Algorithm
The heuristic algorithm is organized in eight steps which behavior is described in the following by using as running example the PDF page shown in Figure 1 1 . The input is assumed to be a single column document.
Figure 1. The Running Example Page
Elements Harvesting. In the harvesting step initial basic CEs that have the form described in Definition 2, are identified by accessing the PDF document, and then acquired and stored. In basic CEs: (i) the string σ is a characters sequence that do not contain blank chars; (ii) coordinates of VAs are assigned, starting from positional information contained in the PDF document, so that there are no couples of basic CEs that have both horizontal and vertical overlapping ratio greater than 0. By means of the CE idea spatial relationships existing among objects contained in a PDF document can be exploited for recognizing tabular arrangement of information. In Figure 2 are depicted basic CEs (graphically represented by rectangular box) acquired from a section of the input page. The figure also shows a visualization area (which box is highlighted by bold border) and the Cartesian plane in which its coordinates are defined. In the harvesting step horizontal and vertical distance threshold values (hT and vT ) are computed. These values, used in next steps, are evaluated by analyzing white space sizes and horizontal and vertical distance distributions among visualization areas. Lines Building. In this step lines, having the form described in the following definition, are built. 1 The page has been obtained from a balance sheet of an Italian company Table Areas Definition 6. A line is a 2-tuple λ = E, α in which: (i) E is a set of CEs; (ii) horizontal coordinates of α correspond respectively with the minimum and the maximum horizontal coordinates of a page; (iii) vertical coordinates of α are assigned so that do not exist lines horizontally overlapped.
Basic CEs are assigned to a line when their horizontal overlapping ratio is over a given threshold 2 . It is noteworthy that CEs assigned to lines are obtained from basic CEs by adapting their vertical coordinates to those of the line that contain them. 
} is a set of CEs; (ii) coordinates of α are:
. To construct segments an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm [4] is used. The algorithm works line by line. Initially each CE of a line is assigned to a clus-ter, then the algorithm agglomerates clusters until horizontal distance is lower than hT . Final clusters represent segments. A line that contains only one segment is tagged either as text line when the segment spans over half horizontal line length, or as unknown line otherwise. Whereas, a line is tagged as table line when it contains more than one segment. Figure 3 depicts segments (highlighted by rectangles having gray background) and line tags obtained in a section of the running example page. Table Areas Building. This step aims at analyzing sequences of lines in order to identify table areas defined as shown in the following. Block and Row Building. Row building step aims at constructing table rows defined as shown in the following. Definition 9. A row is a 2-tuple r = L, α where: (i) L is a subset of contiguous lines contained in a table area; (ii) horizontal coordinates of α are set by using horizontal coordinates of related table area; (iii) vertical coordinates of α are assigned so that all rows of a table area are contiguous.
In order to recognize lines belonging to a same table row, blocks, defined as shown in the following, are used. Definition 10. A block is a 2-tuple β = S, α in which:
} is a set of segments; (ii) coordinates of α are:
To construct blocks the same agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm [4] adopted for constructing segments is used. In this case, segments are the initial clusters, the algorithm agglomerates these clusters until vertical distance is lower than vT . Final clusters represent needed blocks. Normally each line constitutes a row, but when there is a block that embraces segments of a set of consecutive lines and only one line in the set is tagged as TbL whereas the others are tagged as UnL, the set of line is grouped in a single row. This behavior is very useful for recognizing rows which headers span on multiple lines as a unique logical structure. In Figure 4 rows obtained in the running example page (highlighted by dotted lines) are shown. Column Building. Column building step aims at creating table columns defined as shown in the following. Definition 11. A column is a 2-tuple c = S, α in which: (i) S is a set of segments; (ii) horizontal coordinates of α are assigned so that all columns of a table area are contiguous; (iii) vertical coordinates of α are set by using vertical coordinates of related table area.
Columns are built by using vertical overlapping ratio among segments and distances among columns contained in table areas. Segments are assigned to the same column when they are vertically overlapped. When a segment overlaps more columns it is duplicated and assigned to each column, this trick allows to recognize column headers spanning on multiple columns.When there are columns composed by only one segment (for example column headers not overlapped with column values) horizontal distances are considered. When the distance between such a column and a consecutive column containing more than one segment is below the horizontal threshold hT the two columns are merged in a new single column. Figure 4 depicts (by using dotted lines) columns obtained in the running example table areas. Table Building . This step generates final tables as sets of 2-dimensional cells defined as follows. Definition 12. A cell is a 2-tuple c = σ c , α where: (i) α the is obtained by crossing a row and a column; (ii) let E be the set of elements embraced in α, σ c is the string obtained by concatenating strings contained in E preserving visualization order from left to right and top to bottom. Figure 4 shows final cells grid. It is worthwhile noting that the heuristic algorithm is able to recognize cells containing multi line row headers, null values and column headers spanning on multi column as highlighted in Figure 4 by using bold border. Extraction. This step produces the output of the PDF-TREX approach by serializing in XML table cells recognized in previous step. The output can be further processed for fitting table layouts, understanding table contents, enabling information extraction and document annotation. For instance, the approach described in [6] 
Experiments and Discussion
The lack of standard datasets hinders the comparison of PDF-TREX approach performances to other existing similar approaches. This section describes results obtained by applying the PDF-TREX prototypical implementation to a dataset 3 
Conclusions and Future Work
This work presented the PDF-TREX approach for table recognition and extraction from PDF documents. The PDF-TREX approach considers a PDF document as a Cartesian
